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There was much excitement and much was
discussed with regards to our 1st ever
upcoming COWTOWN HOMEBREW
ROUNDUP competition to be held in February
2009. Details will be forthcoming and it will all
appear on the website and in future issues of
this newsletter.
This was also the first meeting our new Exec
member Corey Clayton chaired. Corey is
responsible for organizing our monthly
meetings, finding presentations and working
with the membership in expanding our
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knowledge and growth as a club through our
meetings. It was a packed meeting with much
information.
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demonstration in Kit Brewing, taking new
brewers through all the necessary steps to
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YODZIS will be in charge of

sponsorships and promotions. We
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are looking for other volunteers in
this capacity as well, so please
step forward.

making a great brew from a can of extract and
a handful of hops.

- DUBBEL PROFILE -

= 1.050 -1.070 FG =1.012 -1.016
ABV = 18 - 25 Colour = 10 14 SRM

OG

(dark amber, almost brown from
dark Candi Sugar, not dark malts)
Carbonation

=high

= medium to full usually, but may be thin
Flavour =Never hoppy, sweet, nutty maltiness,
Body

sometimes fruity

Brian Read gave a talk on DUBBELS, our

A few other brews were brought in by

theme style for the evening, telling us about its

members for our perusal. Thanks to Matt for a

history and development in and out of

big brother of his award winning SAISON,

Monasteries over the centuries.

Lincoln for the lovely coffee beers we enjoyed

To go with the Dubbels Tasting, Clare Stanfield,

at the end of the night. Also, thank you to David

our new Exec member in charge of offering us

Gummer. We got to taste the beer David made

culinary delights and educating us in the pairings

at our October meeting with a no boil kit in less

of food and beer, brought out and outstanding

than 45 minutes. One month, carboy to glass

savoury tapenade to accompany the malty

and what a great brew! As always, thanks to

sweetness of the Dubbels.

everyone else who brought beer to share with
the crowd!

First up was the WESTMALLE Trappist

Also, a number of entries were submitted

Dubbel (7%) the absolute standard when it

for the AHA IPA club competition, a 'taste off'

comes to this particular style. Dark brown, malty,

was held and it was determined that Corey

full bodied, dryish finish, exceptional.

Clayton's ImperiallPA would represent the club

PETRUS Dubbel Bruin (6.5%) a secular brew

in this category this month.

of character and merit, deep brown, well
balanced, smooth finish.
CORSENDONK Pater (7.5%) a raisony, dark
dubbel, full flavoured, malty finish, chocolate
notes, excellent abbey beer.
Then came a couple of home brew versions;
Corey's Saint Cerevisiae Dubbel (8.3%)
A deep amber / copper coloured, aromatic and
strong dubbel, well balanced, dry finish.
And fezz's last two bottles of St. Fezztus
Dubbel (6%), aged quite well, rocky white head,
spicy aromatics, ruby red/brown colour, malt
accented, appropriate phenolics, smooth,
sweetish finish, Wild Rose Wort Challenge
2008 Fan Fave brew.

The CowTown Yeast WRanglers Executive: (L to R)
Darren Bender, Clare Stanfield, Brian Read, Michael (fezz)
Nazarec, Dave Neilly and Corey Clayton.
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The Pacific
Northwest
by Roger Marler
My 2007 summer vacation consisted of a drive through
Montana, Idaho, and Washington in search of breweries and
steam railways. Armed with a three ring binder, from Don
Tse, stuffed with information about the breweries I could

I met John and Sandy Campbell, the proud owners, and John

expect to encounter along the way, I was set.

gave me a personalized tour followed by a sampling of their
beers. This is an independent brewery serving the Pacific

Thursday 5th July: the FERNIE BREWING COMPANY

Northwest. The water is tapped from a nearby well and

had recently relocated its brewery and was adding a clean and

underground river. It has 4 fermenting tanks and a single,

comfortable tap room. I had arrived a few days too early; they

slow and cumbersome bottling line for 341ml. bottles,

were still putting the finishing touches to everything, so no

which will soon be replaced with a new line that will handle

tour or tastings. But I did buy some of their canned beer.

45-55 bottles per minute; the new equipment was there and

FIRST TRAX BROWNALE and THE GRIZ PALE ALE.
Neither was a beer to remember and so I don't. I think that

FERNIE BREWING Co. may be trying to appeal to an
audience which doesn't contain real beer lovers. Which is a
shame because they have such potential; but let's bottle these
beers rather than can them, eh.
Friday 6th July: Whitefish and a walking tour of its historic
area. I literally bumped into a Frank Lloyd Wright building in
pristine condition, if a little dusty around the edges. Then I
visited the GREAT NORTHERN BREWERY which didn't
open until noon; I was anxious to be on the road so I gave it a
miss. I drove south a short distance and visited what I hoped
was going to be the WHITEFISH BREWING COMPANY.
I found the building at the address given by Don but the
brewery no longer exists; it is now the Potting Shed garden
supply retail outlet. Bummer. So, out of Whitefish and
onwards.

waiting for someone to carry out the switch. They brew 5
regular beers for kegs and bottles with 5 more available only
in kegs; they also had 2 new beers being kegged as I was
there. Michael Jackson visited here in 1997 and featured the
brewery in one of his many publications. Seated
comfortably in the tap room I sampled everything available;
John was very insistent:

SKYDIVER BLONDE is a typical light beer, aimed at mass
appeal, well balanced but nothing to distinguish it. 4.3%
ABV

HUCKLEBERRY N' HONEY is very much a fruity beer
with an abundance of apple in the taste. 3.2% ABV (Have I
ever mentioned that I don't like fruit beers?)

MANDARIN ORANGE HEFE is an unusual and intriguing
Hefeweizen infused with mandarin oranges whose presence
is more subtle than the name implies. 4.1% ABV

ZEPPELIN IMPERIAL PILSNER ALE is an all round
good pilsner with a kick. Again aimed at mass appeal for

West from Kalispell I found the hamlet of Marion, Montana
(70 Kms west of Kalispell) and eventually also found the

LANG CREEK BREWERY. This is the most remote
brewery in the USA; it is in the middle of a field at the end of
a gravel road 1 Km off Highway #2. If you drive too quickly
you'll miss the minuscule signpost. The theme of this brewery
is all about flying, which is John Campbell's passion outside of
brewing.

those who want a quick buzz while tasting real beer. 7.7%
ABV

STEALTH IMPERIAL STOUT is a new brew to John and
was a most difficult beer to drink; it is the bitterest beer I
have tasted in 40 plus years and that ruined it. This is a beer
for regarding from a distance and never to be opened, but
John likes it a lot. 8.5% ABV

LONDONALE was the best beer I have tasted in many
years; part way between Fullers London Pride and ESB.
This was an outstanding beer, beautifully balanced, full
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RED is a good session beer where the hops and barley compete on
friendly terms, with the hops winning by a nose. The BURLEY

WHINE was supposed to be an IPA but it "kept going" and the

bodied, and just begging to be drunk in glasses larger than

brewmaster's wife, Wanda, explained that they are still new to

Lang Creek's samplers. This was their first foray into a

brewing and still experimenting. I came back here a couple of days

London Ale and they hit the bull's eye; it was soon going to

later before I took the ferry to Victoria. I could become a regular if

be available in bottles and kegs. Shame I had to limit my

I lived here.

sampling because I was driving.
From their flyer: "Lang Creek is dedicated to the
abolishment ofmundane, tasteless swill you've been
programmed to know as beer, and to the headaches bad beer
causes"
Saturday 7th July: Ellensburg, Washington. IRON HORSE
BREWERY is a 1,500 sq.ft. operation crammed into a bay of
an industrial concrete block development on the edge of

WATER STREET BREWING, Port Townsend, Washington is a

town, adjacent to 1-90. They had already closed for the day

large brewpub wedged between Water Street and Puget Sound with

when I got there but Jim Quilter, the owner and brewmaster,

a large rear dining room overlooking the Sound. Brewery tours

gave me a rapid fire tour. 2 mash tunes, 4 fermenting tanks

were not available to anyone not working there; I trust they change

(the bottle neck in the operation), 6 holding tanks in the

that policy. This is a grand old building in an historic town. The

cooler, producing 5 beers for bottling and kegs. They use a

pub has a huge wonderfully carved wooden back piece from the

traveling bottling company to get their product out to a very

California gold rush 1860/70s era, emblazoned with scantily clad

limited watershed. None of the beers are worth mentioning

goddesses, and mirrors galore. It measured 12' tall by at least 40'

because they are all bland and brewed for mass appeal. The

wide. The atmosphere is warm and welcoming with many locals

future for this brewery is uncertain as there is a buyout
underway. Unfortunately this was not a particularly
memorable brewery tour.

enjoying that rare opportunity in a large pub of a quiet chat.
There were 8 unfiltered beers on tap; I tasted just two:

QUEEN NINA'S IMPERIAL IPA had some good hoppy
bitterness which complemented the gentler maltiness; a good beer,
somewhat between Wildrose IPA and Tree Brewing's Hop Head,

Thank goodness the day could be rescued by a spectacular

worth having more than a single pint. So I did as I was staying at a

drive up to Chinook Pass, in Mount Rainier National Park,

hotel not 100 yards away.

and a visit to, and a ride on the Mount Rainier Scenic

MAYOR McPRIOR'S IRISH STOUT is one of the best I have

Railroad. If I were to mention Heisler and Shay would

tasted. Robust body, long dry bitterness, but with a weak and short

anyone know what I am referring to? Follow that with the

lived head. Definitely worth more than one pint, in the same glass

Chehalis-Centralia Railroad and their Baldwin # 15, and the

to protect that head of course.

day was full. And the scenery in that part of the USA is
simply awe inspiring. I spent Sunday driving around the
Olympic Peninsula; another spectacular drive worth waiting
almost 30 years to do.
Monday 9th July: Port Angeles, Washington. PEAK'S PUB

Tuesday 10th July: SKAGIT RIVER BREWERY, Mt. Vernon,
Washington, is immediately adj acent to the very busy and noisy
Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railroad. This is an old
industrial building of about 6,000 sq.ft., of which the brewery
occupies about 3,500 sq.ft. The brewery was so busy that it was
deemed unsafe to conduct a tour. There is a down to earth,

is a local with atmosphere, curmudgeonly patrons, and the

business like atmosphere where the customer can sometimes be

smallest commercial brewery I have seen; it measures just 8'

lost. The decor was basic but not unpleasant; there had been no

x 12' with a brewing capacity of 2 barrels. It brews only for

attempt to make it look pretty, which worked to its advantage.

this pub and a pint costs $3.50. They had available a

WYSIWYG with some great beers. They brew 7 year-round beers

HEFEWEIZEN, RED, and BURLEY WHINE.

and 3 seasonal; 6 beers are bottled in 22 oz. bottles only. The bar
staff were panicking rather than coping calmly with a large and
growing crowd of visitors,
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NEW
Wild Rose Cherry Porter 2008
"Brewed using only the plumpest, ripest whole BC
cherries, each glass of Cherry Porter is lush and
and so off sales were not entertained. I had a flight of samplers:

DUTCH is a hoppy lager with nothing making it outstanding; but
it was a treat on this hot day. 4.3%ABV

creamy with a fruity aroma. Rich and sensual, the
flavour is reminiscent ofBlack Forest cake with sweet
chocolate notes and a slightly smoky character from

YELLOW JACKET PALE ALE is a reasonable Pale Ale with a

the roasted malts. "

hint of honey. 3.5%ABV

JENNY'S SCOTTISH was a typically malty beer; the best
Scotch Ale I've tasted and I don't even like Scotch Ale.
5.5%ABV

BROWNALE is a smooth and well balanced brown ale of
typical heritage; a session beer. 4.8%ABV

PORTER is a well balanced and tasty beer, bitter with a great
aftertaste. 6.0%ABV
SCULLERS IPA is aptly named for the brewery's adjacency to
Puget Sound; but this was much too bitter. Take Hop Head and
double the hoppy finish. 7.2%ABV
Seattle, Washington has more breweries than can be safely
sampled in a single attempt. This is a serious brewing city and it
demands more attention than my time would permit. I visited
only the PYRAMID ALEHOUSE simply because I had met up
with a friend and he was buying. Pyramid is a publicly traded
company and its brewing operation certainly means business.
This not what I consider a micro-brewery; it is slick and

BR: "Rich, full and complex. If you like coffee,
chocolate, fruit or sex Oust kidding - skip the last)
you'll like this!"

professionally organized, yet it produces some wonderful beer.
There are 12 regular brews always available. Belly up to the bar,

CS: "Geez, Brian, it's a public place! I find the

we sampled THUNDERHEAD IPA and CURVE BALL,

Cherry Porter surprisingly smoky. Rich. warm,

KOLSCH. Both were very good beers; but I must return to dig
deeper into the Pyramid.
Then back to Peak's Pub in Port Angeles while I waited for the

lovely cherry, beery balance. Yumm."
TH: "Nice dark, cherry goodness!!"

ferry to Victoria, and eventually back to Calgary. A week on the
road and I'd do it all over again; I would certainly revisit Lang
Creek, Water Street, and Skagit. I would take a cot and a
sleeping bag for Peak's Pub.

CC: "Best version yet! Nice balance of an almost
extinct style with the cherries."

This trip reinforced my opinion that many brewmasters are

HY: "The soul of a dark sooty river across a crisp

miserable old buggers intent on making the next best gold medal

sunny finish."

winner; they are impassioned about their craft and are gradually
making inroads into an ever growing market of beer lovers. All
the power to these brewers and their customers.

by Roger Marler

DB: "My favourite beer just got better in 2008!"
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Pannepot Grand

Snowblind IPA (5.5%)

Reserva (10%)

Yukon Brewing

Strong beer aged in

More a good Pale Ale than a real

French oak barrels.

IPA. Not enough hop content in
most areas. That said, this beer is

Black Albert (13%)

hop accented up front, a malty

Belgian Royal Stout

sweetness in the upper palate, well
balanced, medium bodied, dry

--- finish. It would not take too

These two beers from DECA BREWERY in

many more hops to make this a real good IPA. Still, a

Woesten Vleteren, Belgium are limited edition releases,
great Pale Ale outing.

so I feel lucky that Dave Gingrich at Willow Park is

Wellington County Dark Ale (5%) The Duke has

able to stock these wonderful world class beers.

finally come West! At long last a beer from that brewery

Amazingly complex, both ofthese brews stand out in

in Guelph, Ontario - Canada's own Burton-On-Trent.

terms of quality, character and drinkability. The Grand

Wellington County has been famous for years for their

Reserva pours dark ruby and aromatically strong with a

cask-conditioned and hand pulled real ales (when you can

thick tan head, it has a fruity maltiness to initially attract

find them that way in

the drinker. Full bodied, well balanced with perhaps
some notes of raison, oak and cherry. Smooth, silky

Southern Ontario pubs) and a

mouthfeelleading to a warming alcohol and chocolatey

lovely variety available widely

finish.

through the Brewers Retail.

Black Albert pours deep black, with a nose ofblack

Finally in Alberta, this malt

licorice and dark malts. First taste a bit dry on the palette,

accented, well balanced very

but soon opens up to a full bodied roasted, but creamy

British entry into our market is a

maltiness, balanced with hints of chocolate, caramel and

fine example ofthe style, and a

plums. Finishes with a fruity-malty sweetness. An

hopefully, a sign ofthings to

amazing Imperial Stout.

come.

And you'll be amazed at the price ofthese two beers as

Unfortunately, only available

well (over $10 for a 330 ml bottle each). I've seen these

here in 500 ml. cans for now.

beers on eBay as well, let the bidding begin!

during the winter months. It is spiced with thyme and cura<;ao orange peel

I

and still a light hop taste is discernable. This is a fully flavoured and a

.

well-balanced beer. Unfiltered, and re-fermented in the bottle, this beer will
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N'ICE CHOUFFE (10%) is a strong dark beer that will warm you up

age well, but is exceptional to have around for the upcoming holidays. Spicy
aromatics lead the taster to a bright palate and mouthfeel, as this is a
somewhat effervescent brew. Warming middle with notes oftoffee, herbs,
fruit. Deliriously long, smooth finish...
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By Clare Stanfield
Ah, the dulcet tones of a highly annoyed Chef Gordon Ramsay
ring through my head as I sit down to write out the recipe for the
pancetta-mushroom tapenade we enjoyed at November's gathering
of the Cowtown Yeast Wranglers.
He's right, actually. It is a pasta sauce. He should know - he wrote
the recipe. But I adapted it to make a warm, savory tapenade to
match the sweet, nutty dubbels we were sampling that night.
If you have Ramsay's most recent cookbook Fast Food, you will
find this recipe on page 127. I love this book. It was written on the
premise that fast food doesn't have to be junk food; that we can

Be warned though - "soured cream" is NOT the same as the
cultured sour cream you use to make chip dip, and the two are
definitely NOT interchangeable.
You can make it yourself (see sidebar), but if you're in a
hurry, it can be found in some shops around town. Again, the
handy Co-op carries it along side the sour cream and yoghurt,
and The Cookbook Co. Cooks (722 - 11 Ave. SW) usually has
some on hand.
Cremini mushrooms are simply brown mushrooms. Much
more flavourful than their white counterparts, creminis are
good in this dish because they can handle the weight of the
pungent pancetta and not be crushed by it.

eat well, using fresh ingredients and not have to spend hours

The recipe (at last!)

slaving over a hot stove to do it. Spot on, I say.
Ramsay is also a master of simplicity. As you can see from this

Having thought about this a bit, I decided to start by sharing

recipe, there are never a lot of complicated, fiddly ingredients, just

the original pasta recipe, then read on to see what I did to

a thoughtful balance of natural flavours that bring out the best of

make it into a tapenade.

each ingredient.

Pasta with pancetta, leek and mushroom

A word on ingredients
Ingredients
I was asked a couple of questions on meeting night about this, so
here are some answers.

100z. (300g) dried pasta shells
sea salt and black pepper

Pancetta is dry-cured pork belly. Often referred to as Italian

3 to 4 tbsp. olive oil

bacon, it's salty, fatty and is not smoked, like North American

4.50z. (l35g) pancetta, chopped

bacon (which comes from the side of the pig).

2 medium leeks, trimmed and finely sliced
9 oz. (250g) cremini mushrooms, trimmed and sliced

I usually buy it from my local Co-op (the one downtown on 11th

2 to 3 tbsp. creme fraiche

Avenue) at the deli counter, but it's available just about

bunch of Italian parsley, chopped.

everywhere deli meats are sold. I'm sure the Italian markets
around town would sell the best stuff. It should be sliced very thin,

What to do

but anyone selling it should know that, so you don't have to
specify when you buy.

Add the pasta shells to a pot of boiling, salted water and cook
for 8 to 10 minutes, or until al dente.

Gordon loves his creme fraiche, and I am entirely in league with

Meanwhile, heat the olive oil in a large skillet on medium

him on this.

heat. Add the pancetta and cook for a few minutes until the fat

Creme fraiche is, literally, soured cream and it adds a beautiful

starts to get just a tad crispy. Then add the leeks and

piquant zip and creamy smoothness to many dishes.

mushrooms, add a little salt and pepper. Stir over high heat for
6 to 8 minutes until the leeks are tender. Remove from heat.
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Drain the pasta and immediately toss with the pancetta mixture and
the creme fraiche. Check seasoning and scatter the chopped parsley
on top to serve. (Serves 4)

a coarse grind so that you occasionally get a little pepper burst
in the mouth - yum!
You can put it in those little canape cups, or just serve as a dip
with crackers. Whatever you use, choose a bland-tasting carrier

Turning it into tapenade

for the tapenade. All those crackers with an added flavour, like
garlic, onion, rosemary, roasted tomato will just fight too much

Tapenades are dishes made with finely chopped ingredients - to the

with the rich flavours in the tapenade.

point where it becomes almost a spread - and this is the primary
difference between the pasta sauce and what I made for the meeting: I
chopped everything really, really fine. I also doubled the recipe.
Word to the wise: get everything chopped and ready to go before
putting any heat under that pan! This dish cooks very quickly!
Mushrooms are easy, no explanation necessary. Just trim the bottom
off the stem, but use the whole mushroom and chop them into small
bits. They'll shrink a bit when they cook anyway.
Chopping pancetta is tough because it's kinda gummy (all the fat)
before it's cooked. I basically hacked through it roughly with a big
knife and tossed it into the skillet. Once it started to cook, the
individual bits were easier to separate, but they were still too big. So I

CTYW new Exec member Clare Stanfield delineates the finer
points of proper pairing of beer & food

pushed the pancetta into a pile at the edge of the pan and went at it
with a pair of scissors. Snip, snip, snip. I just kept doing that until I
got a consistency I liked.

~

Sidebar ~

Make your own creme fraiche
I didn't change anything regarding the leeks - the pasta recipe wants
them pretty fine as it is. If you haven't cooked with leeks before, be
sure to clean them thoroughly. They're grown in banked-up sand, so
tend to get some grit between the layers. Cut them lengthwise, leaving

Creme fraiche originated in Normandy and is simply
unpasteurized heavy cream that has thickened naturally
through its own bacterial activity.

the root intact (this stops them from completely falling apart while
you're cleaning them). Rinse them under cold running water, using
your thumbs to separate the layers and get the water right in there.
Once clean, you can slice off the root, then start slicing up the leek.
Use only the white and light green parts.

To mimic that process, add two tablespoons of buttermilk
to a cup of whipping cream in a glass jar. Cover it and let
it sit at room temperature for 24 hours. It should bubble a
bit and start to thicken. When you see that, it's done and
you can give it a stir before putting it in the fridge, where

Cook everything as outlined above. Be sure to keep stirring so nothing
burns or gets too crispy. When the pancetta, mushroom, leek mixture

it should keep there for a couple of weeks. It's not the
"real thing", but it's a mighty fine substitute!

is
ready (be sure that all the moisture from the mushrooms has been
cooked off), take the pan off the heat before stirring in the creme
fraiche - as with any dairy product, you don't want to subject this to
high heat.
Season with salt and pepper, but watch the salt as the pancetta is
already pretty salty. For the pepper, my personal preference is

Try stirring it into scrambled eggs (with some sauteed
leeks perhaps, and a tiny bit of finely chopped fresh
mint). You can put a dollop on fresh fruit or in soups. In
Fast Food, check out the scrambled eggs with crabmeat
and chives (p. 95), or the absolutely fantastic veal piccata
(p. 74) ... so, so good.

by Clare Stanfield
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by Darren Bender
This article represents our second instalment of presentations on homebrewing. Last month, David Gummer
discussed brewing with pre-made beer kits, especially the no-boil wort kits that have become very popular. This
month we will look briefly at brewing with malt extracts, and next month we will look at a third approach, all grain
brewing.
Each general approach to homebrewing (kits, extract brews, or all grain brewing) has its advantages and
disadvantages. Below is a brief summary of the key differences:
Type of Brewing

Advantage

Quickest and easiest way to make beer - just add water
and ferment!

No-boil wort kits
Requires least amount of equipment

Many brands of kits are exceptionally high quality
(e.g., such as The Brewhouse or FestaBrew)

Relatively easy way to brew and requires little
specialized equipment, but one can often make do with
what they already have in their home (e.g., a big pot
for boiling wort)
Extract brewing

Much greater flexibility in recipe formulation than beer
kits; you can decide on the ingredients and can make
about 75% of the different beer styles out there
Ingredients may be a little cheaper than beer kits
(although this depends on the supplier)

Disadvantage

Limited possibilities for different types,
styles, flavours of beers, even if you
hack the kits
Generally, most expensive ingredients
for making homebrew
Many brands of kits are very low quality
(e.g., some of the pre-hopped wort kits in
a can)

Considerably more time and effort is
required to brew a batch than a beer kit
(typically about two hours)
Inconsistency in quality of ingredients or
brewing process can make it harder to
consistently brew the same
quality/flavour of beer
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Absolute control over the brewing process, to the level

Absolutely requires specialized

that practically any commercial brewing process can be equipment (may be expensive or requires
replicated and any style of beer can be brewed
All-grain brewing

effort to fabricate yourself)

Since you are making beer essentially 'from scratch' it Requires the greatest effort and length of
is the lowest cost of any method of brewing

time to brew a batch (typically around 5
hours)

With skill, one can brew very consistent and high
quality beers

What is Malt Extract?

of the extracts at the beginning of the boil, and the
remainder at the end to achieve a lighter colour beer or

Malt extract comes in two forms: liquid and dry malt

increase hop utilization). Hops are also added to the

extract, sometimes abbreviated as LME and DME,

boil at this time, and other hop additions may be added

respectively. In either case, the malt extract is

later in the boil, as per your recipe. Once the boil is

produced by a brewery that mashes some form of

finished (typically after 60 mins), the wort is cooled in

malted barley (and perhaps specialty grains) into

an ice bath or with a chiller. The cooled wort can then

sweet wort (the basis of any beer). To make shipping

be transferred to a fermenter where the yeast is added.

easier and cheaper, they remove most or all of the

That's it!

water from the wort. You rehydrate the malt extract at
home with water to make your own wort for

If you want the full details of the process, I highly

homebrewing.

recommend getting a copy of John Palmer's book,

Brewing with Malt Extracts

"How to Brew". Much of this information is also
available on his website at How To Brew.com. Follow

The process of brewing extract beers is quite straight

these links below for the relevant sections on extract

forward. Briefly, one would start by steeping any

brewing:

specialty grains (e.g., crystal malt, chocolate malt,

http://howtobrew. com/section11chapterl-1.html

roasted barley, etc.) that are required to add a unique

http://howtobrew. com/section2/chapter13 .html

flavour and/or colour that is characteristic of the
finished beer. For example, roasted barley gives a
stout its characteristic colour and flavour, while black
patent malt provides the characteristic flavour to a
porter. Steeping simply involves putting crushed
specialty grain into a mesh bag and steeping it like a
giant tea bag to extract the flavour and colour from the
grain. Typically this takes about 30 mins, and is not
always necessary for every recipe.
Next, the liquid is brought to a boil and the extracts
are added (note that some prefer to add only a portion
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Tips for Brewing with Extracts
•

Especially when beginning, always follow a tried-and-true recipe to make extract beers (there are

some suggested references at the end of this article).
•

The freshness of the extract makes a big difference to the quality of the final beer, so purchase

carefully! Generally speaking, DME keeps better on the shelf than LME, so it is usually safer to buy the
dry extract rather than the canned liquid extract.
•

Avoid pre-hopped malt extract, and use the freshest pellet or leaf hops you can find instead. Your

finished beer will taste and smell much better.
•

Bottled water makes great extract brews, but Calgary tap water works pretty well too. If you do use

tap water, you will need to use an appropriate filter to remove the chlorine (or some other method, like
campden tablets).
•

Steeping specialty grains really helps to add freshness to the flavour of extract beers, and also opens

the door to brewing many more sty les. The little extra work is definitely worth the effort!
•

A full wort boil (i.e. boiling all the wort without adding top-up water at the end) will improve many

aspects of your beer. So it is suggested that you get the largest pot you can afford (8 - 10 gallons is ideal).
•

Malt extract tends to sink as soon as you add it to the pot. Stir vigorously to get it dissolved quickly,

otherwise it may scorch at the bottom of the pot making a horrible mess and ruining your beer.
•

Use a quality yeast and pitch an appropriate amount to fully ferment your beer. Not sure how much

yeast to use? Follow this link: http://mrmalty.com/calc/calc.html

Suggested Books for Extract Recipes
Zainasheff,1. and 1. Palmer. 2007. Brewing Classic Styles. Brewers Publications, Boulder, CO.
Szamatulski, T. and M. Szamatulski. 1998. Clone Brews: Homebrew Recipesfor 150 Commercial Beers.
Storey Publications, North Adams, MA.
Szamatulski, T. and M. Szamatulski. 2001. Beer Captured. Maltose Press, Trumbull, CT.

Darren Bender

TRADITIONAL
RE€IPE

"WASSAIL" comes to us from
the olde English, WAES HALE which
means "All hail to you" and goes
back to medieval times when farmers
would pour ale on the roots of their
orchard trees at
Christmas thanking the gods for the
fall harvest, and also as a toast to
the new years crop.
In later times, a host would
serve Wassail to his guests at holiday
time to show respect and
appreciation for their friendship.
Some traditionalists insist that only a
maple wood bowl should
be used for wassail.

by Dave Kimber

6 sour apples
8 tbsps brown suga r
3 pints ale
1/2 tsp nutmeg
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1/2 tsp ginger
6 whole cloves
1/2 cu p suga r
1 1/2 cups dry sherry
1/2 lemon [sliced]
Roast apples in the oven half hour
at 350 F.
Place ale sugar and sherry into a
pot and heat.
DO NOT BOIL, just simmer.
Slice the roasted apples and place
in punch bowl.
Cover with lemon slices and
Pour hot ale mixture over fruit
Serve in punch glasses.
Double or triple this recipe as
desired. Play with the spices and
try serving each glass with a stick
of cinnamon.
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The CowTown Yeast WRanglers are proud to announce the

1st e/fttttual
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to lJe held in Calgary from Feb. 18 - 21, 2009
This competition is open to all individuals and clubs
Entries in all BJCP categories ofbeer, mead and cider will be accepted
BJCP Recognized Judges are needed,
please contact Dave Neilly at 403-827-9698 ifyou are interested

A Gala & Awards Dinner will be held at the Wild Rose Taproom
on Saturday, February 21st.
Deadline for entries is February 13th, 2009.
Rules and entry guidelines next page

~

www.yeastwranglers.ca

The CowTown Yeast WRanglers will host its first annual homebrewing competition, the CowTown Homebrew Roundup,

from 18

- 21 February 2009 at the Wild Rose Brewery in Calgary, Alberta. The purpose of our event is to promote homebrewing and beer
appreciation in a fun, friendly, and competitive manner. We invite all homebrewers to submit their homebrewed beer, mead, and cider
for judging under the 2008 BJCP style guidelines.

Competition Rules:
1.

You are required to register your entries using the forms available on the CowTown Yeast WRanglers website at
www.yeastwranglers.ca/roundup. Questions regarding registration can be sent by email toroundup@yeastwranglers.ca.

2.

You may only submit one entry per subcategory. For categories that have no subcategories (Categories 20 and 23), you may
only submit one entry.

3.

All entries will be judged under the style category and sub-category you specify on your registration forms. Judges are not
responsible for classifying or re-classifying entries. Complete style descriptions can be found at www.bjcp.org.

4.

An average score of at least 30 must be obtained to qualify for a gold medal in any category.

5.

Your homebrew cannot have been brewed on equipment used to brew beverages for any commercial purpose, including
equipment at brew-on-premises establishments. Homebrewed beer made from commercially produced extract or beer kits are
legible.

6.

Entries will be judged between 18 and 21 February 2009. Results of the competition will be announced at the awards banquet and
dinner
on the evening of 21 February 2009 at the Wild Rose Brewery. Results will also be made available on our website after the event.

7.

The "Yeast Wrangler of the Year" award will be presented to the brewer earning the most points in the competition. The point
tructure
will be as follows: each gold medal
runner-up

8.

=

=

3 points, silver = 2 points, bronze

2 points, best of show 2nd runner-up

=

=

1 point, best of show winner = 3 points, best of show 1st

1 point.

All decisions by the competition organizers are final.

Entry Guidelines:
1.

Submit two bottles of homebrewed beer, mead, or cider per entry. Bottles will not be returned.

2.

All entries must be bottled in 300 ml (10 oz) or larger glass or PET bottles of any colour. All bottles must be free of any
markings other than competition entry labels. Obscure any lettering or graphics on the cap with a permanent black marker.

3.
4.

To each bottle, attach a completed bottle entry label using a rubber band (no tape or adhesives!).
The entry fee is $5 per entry. Annual members ofthe CowTown Yeast WRanglers will have the fee for their second entry
waived. Fees can be paid by cheque or money order and made payable to our competition Treasurer, Brian Read.

5.

The deadline for receiving entries and fee payment is 12:00 noon on 13 February 2009. Late entries and/or payment may result in
disqualification.

6.

Entries failing to meet the requirements listed in these Rules and Guidelines are subject to disqualification.

s
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Corey's Imperial
IPA
Apparently I have a knack for picking up hobby just after
it becomes expensive. I always extensively research
everything online and the feeling I get is that malt and
especially hops prices have risen significantly in the past
year or two. I am oblivious however - prices have been
stable since I started brewing at the end of April, 2008.
So the prospect of using
apparent hops

sh0r.tag\~

ov~r

a pound of hops during an
I,ll

•

(so I am told) dId not"deter me

from paying homage to the brewing gods with the
sacrifice that is known as an Imperial India Pale Ale
(lIPA).

A recipe followed from this research, and what
it came down to was what I had available (hoarded) that
was appropriate to use with in the style. Hop additions
were mostly designed to best utilize the hops, with a
nod to the spirit of the beer: add hops at each step from
mashing to kegging.
The Grain Bill:
lIb Canadian Munich
10 lbs Canadian Two-Row
0.5 lbs Crystal 80
5 lbs Golden Promise
0.5 lbs Wheat Malt
1.5lbs Raw [cane] sugar (added 30 min. into boil)
Mash temp. of 66 C (151 F) for an hour (finished at

Most people are vaguely familiar with the origins
of [non-imperial] IPA, if you aren't, chat up your nearest
beer geek. American IPA's are a more extensively
hopped version of the English IP A lIPA earns its
"imperial" pedigree by being ridiculously hopped by most
peoples' standards. The thing I find most fascinating
about the style is that its originator still lives today:
Vinnie Cilurzo. His inaugural brew in June 1994 at Blind
Pig in Temecula, CA is considered the first commercial
example of an lIP A Since then he has started his own
brewery and his Russian River Pliny the Elder is
recognized as one of the foremost example of the style. It
was this beer that I roughly modeled mine after.
The IPA was one of the first styles to catch my
attention and continues to be a favourite that frequents my
fridge. My initial focus in learning styles favoured IPA's
and it's only natural that the imperial version of this style
drew my attention. I was planning nearly from my first
brew for an lIP A I drew deeply from the information
available on the internet and found a number of sources
that helped define the style to me.

around 65 C /148 F).
O.G. 1.081; F.G. 1.010
Hop Schedule:

AA%

Type

Amount

Time in Boil

Chinook

1 oz Pellet 13.2 Mash N/A

Columbus

2 oz Pellet 12.2 Boil 95

Hallertauer

2 oz Pellet 4.2 Boil 95

Newport

2 oz Pellet 9.3 Boil 65

Chinook

1 oz Pellet 13.2 Boil 65

Newport

2 oz Pellet 9.3 Boil 35

Columbus

2 oz Pellet 12.2 Boil 35

Cascade

2 oz Pellet 3.2 Boil 1

Columbus

2 oz Pellet 12.2 Dry see notes

Cascade

2 oz Leaf 6.8 Dry see notes

The brew occurred on August 17,2008. Fermentation
in a glass carboy happened at 20 C / 68 F. It was not
temperature controlled, so this reached 23 C/ 74 F at the
height of activity. It was left in the primary for 8 days
then the Columbus was added. Eight days later it was
racked to a secondary onto the Cascade leaf
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by Brian Read
were it remained for an additional seven days
before being kegged and force carbonated

(~2.6

Opening Balance:

$509.97

volumes of C02).

Oct 24/08
Reviews of the beer have been quite positive,

Cheque 13 lost

which prompted me to write this article. I had the

+$17.95

$527.92

honor of it being chosen for the club submission to
the AHA Club Competition for Nov./Dec.

Oct 24/08

Hopefully by the time of the upcoming

Replace cheque 013

competitions in the spring the aroma and bitterness

(cheque 19)

-$17.95

$509.97

won't have dropped out too much.

Oct 24/08

- Corey Clayton

Brian Read: beer for meeting (cheque 20)
-$63.23

$447.74

http://www.bjcp.org/2008styles/style14.php#lc
http://destroy .net/brewinglIIP A. pdf

Nov 7/08

Brewing Classic Styles, Jamil Zainasheff and

3 drop-in fees

John Palmer

+$15

http://thebrewingnetwork.com!shows/The-Jamil-S

Nov 7/08

how/Imperial-IPA-The-Jamil-Show-09-11-06

AHA club entry fee (U.S. $7)
-$8.51

$462.74

$454.23

http://thebrewingnetwork. com!shows/The-SundaySession/The-Sunday-Session-07-06-08-Double-IP
A
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Once you leave eastern Ontario, you enter the

After leaving Great Lakes, you practically run right

centre of the universe, better known as the Greater

into Cool Beer. Now we did not get to the brewery

Toronto Area (GTA). Now if you enter the centre of the

building itself, but one of our hosts of the trip had a

known universe you would expect to find a bevy of

case of Cool Beer (their website is at

fantastic and different beers, at least that's what I'd

http://www.coolbeer.comlhome.html) in the fridge and

expect. Well, one area where T-dot does not disappoint

all I can say is that it is a good substitute for all those

is in the beer department.

other easy drinking lagers you can find out there. I did

When driving into Toronto and through the GTA
I'm going to make a tourist suggestion, drive along the
lakeshore. It may take you a little longer, but it is a better
drive, more scenic and practically takes you from brewery
to brewery. Upon entering Toronto, you are most likely
going to go the downtown, waterfront area and if you are
in search of beers, there is no better start.
Great Lakes Brewery (check out their website at
http://www.greatlakesbeer.comlhome.html) claims to be
Ontario's oldest craft brewed beer so they should know
what they are doing, and they do. The first beer they came
out with, Golden Horseshoe Premium Lager is an easy
drinking beer that gives reference to the lake's area called
the Golden Horseshoe. This was Joy's favourite as it was
a hot day in the concrete jungle, but Jason and I chose
others. I enjoyed, the Red Leaf Red Lager, again easy to
drink but this one has some caramel tastes and hints of

applaud my friend however, in that given the choice, I
was glad he chose to buy a small microbrew. Cool
Beer also produces a Hemp Ale made with B. C. hemp,
but we could not seem to find any.
Now while in Canada's biggest city you should
absolutely look around. Heading toward the CN Tower
area you can hit the Hockey Hall of Fame, great
museums and the Rogers Centre. Just before you head
into the dome to watch a game, though, tum around to
look at the lake one more time. When you do, you will
easily spot a giant train whistle - that's the Steam
Whistle Brewery. The story of Steam Whistle (the
website is located at http://www.steamwhistle.cal) is
more elaborate than the beer they offer..
Their slogan is "Do one thing really, really well" and
they do. The pilsner they make is very drinkable and is
one that I will often order here in Alberta as you can

nuts. Jason, a bit bolder at times, preferred Black Jack

find it on tap in many local pubs. The story goes,

Black Lager with hints of coffee and chocolate. Great

though, that around 1998 the idea of a new brewery hit

Lakes offer many seasonal beers that included an Orange

three unemployed men. These were not just any

Peel Ale that we were lucky to taste in the summer and

unemployed men; they were former employees of

they came out with a Pumpkin Ale this autumn.

Upper Canada Brewery.
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( http://www.amsterdambeer.com!) so we parked the
car. The Amsterdam was the first brew pub in
Toronto starting in 1986 and has since grown into a
microbrewery that bottles and sells. They have grown
so much that in recent years they bought out
Kawartha Lakes Brewery out of Peterborough, but
still brew many of their recipes under the Kawartha
Lakes name. Now, here we are in the parking lot of a
For those of you who have never had an Upper Canada,
you did miss out - it was the first micro brewed beer I
had growing up in Ontario. Now Upper Canada was
doing so well that it was bought out by a bigger Ontario

small building in an area of Toronto where all you see
in three directions is the highway bridge and tall
industrial buildings. If wasn't for these guys in the
parking lot, if something happened to us, no one

brewery, Sleamans, and these three higher-ups found

would find us for weeks. Well as we took a closer

themselves out of ajob

look at the locals standing about and realized they all

Story says that while employed at Upper Canada, these

had beer in their hand, Amsterdam beer. As many

guys would go on a canoe trip each year; well they didn't

times on the trip we found ourselves in a party

let their hefty package interfere and went on the

atmosphere; we thought we have sturnbled upon a

traditional trip this following year. Well, around the

brewery tour or a launching perhaps. We were wrong.

campfire one night, the idea of Steam Whistle was bom.

As we approached the doors one man in an old WWF

Steam Whistle itself lends its name to its location in

hat (and I don't think he donates to the World

Toronto's old train round-house where trains of yore

Wildlife Fund much) stated to us that if we were here

would park and the building would actually tum around

for the wrestling we're a few beers behind. With an

so the trains could get back onto the tracks and go back

extremely confused look on my face, I said,

from which they came. The name may also allude to the

"Pardon?" He then proceeded to explain that the beer

way the beer is made, but I'll leave that for another

cooler is inside and we should grab a beer. All of a

article. All said, we can enjoy Steam Whistle here in

sudden we were in fact there for the wrestling.

Alberta and we should.
As we walked in we couldn't play the game
Upon continuing down the Gardner Expressway toward

any longer and asked the clerk behind the counter if 1)

Mississauga, you don't have to go more than 3 minutes to

this was in fact Amsterdam Brewing Co and 2) if

your next brewery. We were pleased to find Amsterdam

there was in fact wresting going on this evening. The

Brewery so easily, though a little scared once we got

answer was "yes" to both. At this junction we decided

there. After turning into the industrial area of the

to explain who we were, what were doing and if we

lakeshore of Toronto we turned immediately into a very

could look around. Amsterdam has a modest interior

large gravel parking lot with one lonely building.

with taps displaying the beer they make and two

Thinking we were lost we turned around, having to

copper beer makers in the back. Most of the building

maneuver around some locals outside; while turning,

is taken up by coolers and people coming in and out

however, we noticed a small sign that indicated this was

buying their 6 packs.

in fact Amsterdam Brewin~ Comoanv.

Oh yeah, there is an upstairs. As we walked
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up the long ramp of anticipation, we were not
disappointed when we reached the summit. There,
directly to the left, were makeshift stands, and a

-r~t ~t~-r ~t"'l"ru&
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squared circle - turnbuckles and all.
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It turns out they were trying to promote the area

and make some money by renting space to an
amateur wrestling tour.
Somewhere in the tour here, we remembered there

Or -r~t

'.
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was beer and I will tell you that the company does
make fine beer. Amsterdam makes a plethora of
beers from a delicious Avalanche Hellesbock,
Dutch Amber Lager, Two Fisted Stout (enjoyed

by Jason), a zesty wheat beer and Joy's fave, the

Wed"esday#
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Framboise, a full bodied wheat with raspberry. My

favourite came from the Kawartha Lakes line of
beers which includes a different Raspberry
Wheat, a Cream Ale and an "Oh so nutty Nut
Brown Ale." So while in the big city, look around,

WILDROSE
Brewery

sight see, go up the tower, but stop to inhale the
beer.

Article by
Jamie BurJa
Adventure by Jason
Rogers,
Joy Ashford
and
Jamie BurJa

www.yeastwranglers.ca
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